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Dear Members,
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Herewith the April newsletter. In it we include a full range of articles cn natters Atari and
micro-computing generally.
NEXT MEETING
But first, Members are reminded that our next meeting will be held at the TfiB building on Lambton Guay on
Wednesday 2 May at 7.30 p.si. fit that meeting we will very Probably have two new Club Tapes available: one,
Tape 13, which did not appear at the April meeting and the other, a second Educational Tape. Tape 13 includes
a programme developed by Keith Hobden which instructs youngsters on how to calculate using different numerical
bases, Another programme on the Tape is "Kong*, a very good basic language rendition of the "Damsel heid
captive^by uonila" genre. It is fun to Play, but westers who remember a certain “underarm* incident at the
Sydney Cricket Ground will find a nice symmetry in the fact that Australians are now writing programmes about
gonilas. The Educational Tape exploits material sent to us from the ISA. Members’ comments on the Tapes,
particularly the Educational Tape, will be eagerly sought.
LAST MEETING
Dur;^ thef,ast aon;h He teld Two meetings. The regular Wednesday meeting was notable for Ross Palmer’s
G03 XL owners

'T338*
IS0,an fltari 820X1
dw,onstrated- IT is an impressive machine, and a number of
were heard to mutter about acquiring memory upgrades. Coincidentally, Atari had recently sent
IT* “""'V1- **tl’ines <"i,h “*> » ««« «»

t», «.»ld »t

- - —•~ -* - - ■■■< -Our second meeting was on Saturday, 14 April. It was a "trial run*, to see if there is a hmm «>, ,
second, less structured meetins. The weather, being marvellous, was Perhaps unkind to the meeting

Your

committee regrets that the cub’s magazines did not turn up. To confirm that desandfo TsZl mitins does
IIS™ ’ in0th5r ’tria'

~tlM *m * *'* ”obab,y in June.

As noted in our last Newsletter, subscriptions for 1984 are now due. If members are unable to

to

INCORPORATION
Atari have finally agreed that we can use their nase in oar’s. Unfortunately, hoover, they did not give
th,.r -onsent under seal , and the Department of Justice has since confirmed that such consent remains /
p.ereQUisite. Your committee has therefore decided to seek incorporation under the name of "WAGE" (Justir®
have informally indicated that this would be acceptable).
LOWER PRICES FOR ATARI PRODUCTS
Msiitbers’ attention is drawn to the attached letter from H F Electronics. While we have not had any
“r
thiS enterPri5S *“* °bVi0USly'
««or- applies), the prices quoted Ze your
I" '!°r
! afino,ed that
a Dis* svstea
on the USA. He also learned at our last mating
;hal local f.rms w,l shortly be offering Atari Products at lower Prices than we had Previously known (May 1
mZ Proportionately.'' ^ ^ ^

t0

1058’S «

«i. with other units

DONATIONS FROM ATARI
"L0G0^flMitt^t°-tT|di5!<3 tteritioned above’

has forwarded 'Demopats* 10-12. No.s 10 and 11 deal with

L09° C3n °btain C°PieS fr0S the ^^ry or Felix Bettelheia as well as Jenny
?!!'W;H!* tDeM0!a,: 12 dea,s Hith the us? Of the new Atari Touch Tablet. Finally, Atari have sent us a Video

,h*this
**eric“
™ He will ^ars
m posted.
»« **««.
our technical freaks are investigating ,or
wavsntsc’
tround
Problem.
keep you
Yours sincerely,
Des Rowe
(Secretary)
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ATARI USSRS GROUP
Attrition Members
Dear sir,
Ky company is at ^present manufacturing hardware modification for
the Atari computers also retailing Atari computers and related
peripherals,
.
Ky company is based in Auckland and runs a mail order service to
other centres. A representative would be willing to call at your
next meeting if this would be O.K. with members.
To explain my company further,
7e currently do memory upgrades for the Atari 400 and 800 to 48
or 52K at a price of $150, $160 respectivily. Also we are selling
the computers and peripherals as mentioned earlier.
Some figures you might like are Atari 1050 Disk Drives at $895 or
less if you can give us a bulk order for 5 or more.
Other items include the Letter printer $725 or Matrix printer $1075
but the best news is the colour printer $545.
•7e are also working on an upgrade for the Atari 600 to 64K but that
is a little way off.
'
If your group is at all interested then get intouch.
Also currently my company is ready to import software from the
states included in this would be all 13 yes 13 Scott Adams
adventures as he has just released another and Plight Simulator'll
plus much more again the prices on these would be well below
normal retail but I must have orders, if you are interested
then when the rep calls he can give details of what is available.

I look forward to your reply,

Yourg. Faithfully

^

(^7 -—’V

MALCOLM FLETCHER

3F.A.C•£• Atari computer book library

April 24 1984.

1- Rainy day activities for the Atari.
2- Get more from the Atari.
5- 101 Atari computer programming tips and tricks.
4- Fortlr on the Atari— Learning by using.
5- De Re Atari.
6- 31 nevr Atari computer programs for home e.t.c.
7- The Atari book of games.
8- The Creative Atari.
9- Atari PILOT for beginners.
10- Caaee for the Atari.
11- Understanding Atari graphics.
12- Stimulating simulations (Atari version).
13- Atari BASIC learning by using.
14- Atari software 1983.

"
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he year 1983 was a dramatic one
for Atari, Inc. After a meteoric rise
through the late 1970’s, interest in
video gaming peaked and began
to plummet. The growth of the com¬
pany, once fueled by seemingly endless
profits, soared beyond the support of
sales. Quarterly losses of many millions
of dollars began to be posted.
Atari had to economize. Assembly line
workers were laid off and computer
manufacturing was moved to Hong
Kong. The crisis deepened, and white
collar workers, too, began to feel the
pinch. In one year. Atari cut its work¬
force almost in half, and it is still prun¬
ing selected branches from its organiza¬
tional tree.
In the late summer of 1983, Warner
Communications, Atari’s parent corpor¬
ation, announced that Atari Chairman
Raymond Kassar would step down, and
be replaced by James J. Morgan, 41, then
a vice president of Philip Morris, Inc.
Morgan, a Princeton graduate {cum
laude in American history), had worked
for Philip Morris all of his professional
life. He joined that company in 1963 in
the advertising department, and rose
steadily through the marketing ranks.
Parliament, Virginia Slims and Marl¬
boro cigarettes have all been product's
under his direct management.
38

Last September, James Morgan
by JAMES CAPPARELL
arrived at Atari to take over as Chairman
ANTIC Publisher
and Chief Executive Officer. His job,
clearly, is to turn the company around,
to chart the proper course in an industry
that doesn’t seem to know where it is
going. His position is enviable, he says,
because Atari’s woes were caused by
others, and he has no ego investment in
past decisions. But the judgment of the
future will be upon him soon enough.
we can ship them almost immediately,
Can a marketing manager from the
i This industry, including Atari, has
East with a liberal arts background suc¬
! shown products in the past and then
cessfully guide this promising but
delayed shipments of cancelled the prod¬
troubled western computer company?
ucts altogether. That operating style does
Our interest is more than casual. The
not build credibility with retailers, with
following interview was conducted last
customers, or with the media, so Atari
Thanksgiving by ANTIC Publisher
won’t have any part of it.
James Capparell in Morgan’s Sunnyvale
Antic: What is your view-of the current
office.
state of affairs at Atari?
Morgan: I see Atari as a company that
has bottomed out, that is on its way
Antic: At the Consumer Electronics
back. It is on its way back in two
Show in January, 1984, will you be
respects: 1) sales are improving, 2) its
showing any new products?
ability to run its business in an intelli¬
Morgan: First of all, let me tell you that
gent manner is improving. Therefore, as
Atari will introduce new products in
Atari repositions itself in the home com¬
1984. However, you won’t see them at
puter and video game businesses, it will
this CES because we are not yet ready
do so as a much better-run company
to ship those products.
than before. The excesses of the past are
For your background. Atari has de¬
getting purged out of the organization.
cided as a matter of policy that we will
Antic: What are the excesses? Or what
not show new products anywhere unless
were the excesses?
ANTIC, The ATARI Resour-
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Morgan: Spending. Atari spent money

Antic: Do you see a real need for a com¬

loosely, in a way that demonstrated that

puter in the home, or for people to be

already an outdated and archaic device.

Atari felt that it could be everything to

computer literate?

Other than word processing, you don’t

everybody, rather than be a well-focuced

Morgan: Well, if you want to do com¬

really need it for anything. There have

company.
Antic: You’ve had the reins now since

putation, a calculator is easier than a

to be more appropriate and imaginative
ways for the user to interface with this

computer. If you want to type a letter,
I suppose even today a typewriter is

September of 1983. If you were to state
the positive actions you’ve taken to cor-

believe that the computer keyboard is

piece of equipment.

rect what’s happened in the past, what
11
j
’
H
would you say they are.'3

easier than a computer. Again, the
balance of the responsibility shifts to the
' r
* i
'
. ,
manufacturer to provide consumers with

Antic: Can you name some?
Morgan: Well, clearly voice recognition

Morgan: We arc focusing on product

a machine, a vehicle or a device, which

devices such as light pens, mice, and
other vehicles, but I’m hopeful that Atari

“The products I’m talking about go well beyond the
present in imagination, usefulness, excitement, and
compelling relevance to the consumer’s everyday life.”

will come up with other really unique
ways.

strategy, making certain that we define

either makes life more entertaining,

what \sc do with our products. Also, we
are getting a very talented and capable

assists learning, makes life more efficient,
or in some other way enhances life.

group of managers to work together, as
opposed to merely existing in somewhat

To date, I don’t believe anybody has
really addressed that issue satisfactorily

isolated surroundings with no coordina¬

in terms of the home. Clearly, for the

tion or communication. Third, we are

office there are superb pieces of equip¬

applying tighter standards on how we
spend our money and we’re making sure
that the dollars we spend relate more
closely to making our products better.

ment which accomplish great tasks, but
in a home environment I’m not at all sure
that anybody has come forth with the
ultimate product, or anything that’s even

On

close to being the ultimate product. We,

top

of that,

we’re

investing

reasonably in the future within a defined
strategic arena.
Antic: I’m glad you mentioned the

at Atari, are committed to that task.

Antic: Prior to your coming to Atari,
had you brought a computer into your
home?

future. What do you see as the future of
Atari? And what is Atari’s commitment

Morgan: I had not purchased a home

to computing and computer products?

Morgan: Without a doubt. Atari is in
the computer business to stay. There’s no
reason for us not to be. In my judgment,
the home computer companies have not
treated the consumers with the respect

|

makes the consumer say, “Gee, I didn’t ,
know a computer could do that,” and 1
secondly,

I have to have one.

So far l

Antic: Let’s change the subject for a
moment. Atari started as the premier
company in video games and still has
that image, somewhat — do you see the
video game industry as having peaked?

Morgan: No, not at all. I see the video
game industry going through the same
kinds of phases that other forms of enter¬
tainment go through from time to time.
You know, we not only compete with the
other video game companies; we also
compete against movies, we compete
against television, we compete against
roller skating rinks, we compete against
miniature golf courses, we compete
against magazines and novels. What we
compete for is our share of the six hours
a day that the consumer does not work
or sleep.
Unless your product is constantly at

computer because I couldn’t answer the
question, “What will this do for me?” I

an entertainment crescendo, you tend to

had decided that there was really nothing
that it could do for me, other than word
processing. Since I’m a businessman and

in terms of being exciting and new and
different ... something that people
would want to spend one or two hours

have a secretary, l don’t really need word
and consideration they deserve. The real p»
processing capability in the home.
issue is this: Which company will be the t
first to go to the American consumer |
with microprocessor technology that

is one. And beyond that there are various

fall behind other forms of entertainment

a day with. I believe that the video game
industry has tremendous opportunity to

The JvJL
XL SCTtCS
series IS
is CLl
at iBUSt
least tW
two
.1*16

years ahead of what the
Consumer
is
aware
a
consumer
computer can do.”

As a parent, I might justify it on the

rekindle the kind of involvement and
excitement it had in its early days.

(other than word processing, perhaps),
the computers offered to the public really

basis that I would be terrified that my

do not do anything much easier than you
can do by hand.

by not being computer literate. But that’s
not really an appropriate way to sell your

This industry is very challenging, and
for someone to walk out of it right now,

product, nor is it an appropriate con¬
sideration from a consumer standpoint.

I think, would be crazy. The opportu¬

Antic: What’s Atari doing about it?
Morgan: We are focusing a substantial

vidual movie, but it rekindled the

part of our resources on that issue. I

American consumer’s belief that it was

nity is too great. What it takes is imagi¬
nation and guts.

children would be left behind in society

Antic: That’s an interesting concept.
Morgan: Let’s take it one step further.
You know, in the middle 1970’s the
movies were said to be on their last legs,
and then “Star Wars” came along. Not
only was “Star Wars” exciting as an indi¬
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appropriate to spend two to four hours

that’s been publicized — to our readers,

credit they deserve. On the other hand,

a week at the movies, and all movies
benefitted from it.

especially.

if you’re viewed as being excellent in
something, it should have a positive im¬

The same thing has happened in the
record business, where all people could
talk about was piracy and how records
were on their way out. Then MTV came

Atari has hired some

engineers and scientists who are ex¬
cellent. Can you tell us anything about
what they are doing, what they’re up to?
Morgan: First of all, you’re right about
the high calibre of our R&D staff. The

pact on other parts of your business.
I believe that the Alan Alda commer¬
cials will be exceptionally valuable to

along as a new, creative medium by

R&D group is headed by Dr. Ted Hoff,

this company in terms of having people
come to understand that we are com¬

which people could listen to records.

who invented the microprocessor that

mitted to the computer business, that

Now, record sales are booming because

has made the home computer and video
game industries a reality. Our chief

we’re committed to it in a way that’s
oriented toward the consumer. The

tioned to spend time listening to music.

scientist is Dr. Alan Kay, who is generally

I believe that an analogy exists for the
video game industry, and Atari has a

considered the father of the home
computer.

products we come to the marketplace
with will be consumer-related products

rightful role, almost a birthright, to be

Now, let me tell you about my philos¬

that focus on doing something positive
for the consumer.

the company that goes to the American
public with the next generation of

ophy on research and development. I

Antic: Like word processing or home

believe that for every hundred dollars you

tax or . ..

games.

.spend on R&D, eighty of that hundred

Morgan: Way beyond that. That’s what

Antic: What are the reasons, as you

ought to be focused on your business,

perceive them, that people have pur¬

and the other twenty you spend as your

I call standard stuff. That’s taking
numbers and words and rearranging

chased computers to date?
Morgan: Number one is fear of not hav¬

top research people see fit. Good

them. That certainly has a place. But the

research people need the flexibility to

ing one. Number two is the novelty.
Number three is that manufacturers have

chase down any idea, any scheme, even
though only one out of ten or twenty of

kind of products I’m talking about go
well beyond that in terms of imagination

sold them at such palatable prices that

those ideas actually leads to a product.

you can hardly afford not to experiment
with one. In some cases, the cost didn’t

I’ll tell you why we devote eighty out
of every hundred dollars of R&D money

consumer’s everyday life.

represent much more of an investment

to products related directly to our

than going out and getting a really

image, whether it’s good or bad, but we
haven’t really used the term “education”

business. I believe it is important to
at all. Do you see education as being a
understand that Atari exists at the will
subset of, say, recreation or games?
of the consumer. It’s absolutely non¬
productive to sell something just because^^Morgan: I don’t like the word “educa¬
tion.” I believe “education” stands for

American teenagers have been recondi¬

terrific jar of wax for your car.
Those reasons are transitory, though.
pP Those are not permanent reasons why

“Atari tries to enhance people's home lives
through
interactive electronics:'
o
i.

an industry should survive. I believe that
it is incumbent on manufacturers to find

'

real, tangible reasons why someone

•SIS should consider a computer. Everybody

something because someone warns it.
So, this research group, which .s composed of absolutely ‘outstanding in¬

/-•Is* talks about why someone should own
. Hi‘f-one. I don’t care about why people

dividuals, is being refocused to look

§|||i should own a computer; I care about

and needs, not just at what technology
can produce. The consumer is king, and

.,|g why they should use it.
ifcfra Antic: Would you describe Atari as a

more closely at the consumer’s wants

no one understands that better than we

and creativity, usefulness, excitement,
and really compelling relevance to the

Antic: We’ve spoken about the game

institution, which stands for mass cur-

'if*.

“learn,nf

^lAnd I think Atari has an enormous role
!to play in the learning area. I question

i»Jthe degree to which Atari belongs in the
big institutional education area. First of
^ ^ nQt an area whcre one can make
a large profit. And secondly, the business
procedures one finds in the institutional
market are not terribly inviting. So I
believe that what Atari has to do is stay
extremely prominent in the learning
area, and deal directly with the con¬

H*® recreation-oriented company?

do at Atari.

iI

Morgan: I would say that Atari is a com¬

Antic: Is the games image something
that hurts the company, do you feel?

the home?

Morgan: I believe that people have a

Morgan: Just in the learning area.

{

pany that tries to enhance people’s home
lives through interactive electronics.
That enhancement can take the form of

built-in preconception of Atari as a

Focused straight to the consumer.

straight entertainment, learning, or

games company. That, on one hand,

Antic: That’s an interesting disti \ction.

functional ease. In any event, that’s my

hurts us a little in the computer business

Lots of people are throwing around the

idea of Atari’s business arena.
Antic: I know that Atari has spent a lot

because we’re not taken terribly seri¬
ously, even though our computers are
superior produces that dont get the

word “education.”
Morgan: Education is what’s done to

of money on R&D, but I don’t think
March 1984

sumer in that area.
Antic: Prominent in the learning area in

continued on next page
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you. Learning is what you do for your¬

Morgan: Standard might be too big a

when it was introduced in mid-1977.

self. There is, in my mind, a very big
difference between the two.

word. It might be the standard of what
it does, but it might not do everything

Antic: Off the subject a little bit — what

sort of said, “What’s this strange little

one wants. In order to do everything one

machine?” It was way ahead of its time;

wants, you might have to buy a series of
dardization, compatibility problems,
products which cumulatively, or in
etc.? Do you have any?
f '
' aggregatej become the standard.'

then it caught on, and all of a sudden
everybody wanted one. I believe you can
do the same thing with computers,’an’d't',?Tj

Morgan: I have two thoughts, and

hopefully, sometime in 1985 or early

When the VCS was introduced people

are your thoughts about software stan-

Antic: Have you thought about any

they’re somewhat conflicting.; On one
hand, I think that people have to be prag¬

. . ’V

matists and realize that neither the con¬
sumer nor the distribution system will

‘The Atari 800 might be, pound for pound and dollar for
dollar, the best computer that’s ever been made.”

be able to support a multiplicity of non¬

S’

..

„

'

compatible software lir.ss. That issue has
to be addressed, it has to be reconciled,.
and today’s popular wisdom has it that
IBM will be setting the standards for
that,

nicknames for these ..
products?
... I’ve often

1986, Atari will come to the market with ' /
a product that people will have trouble

thought that as long as we called them
“computer” we were stuck. ‘

' ' :

."'figuring out. Is it a computer, or what? ‘

Morgan: Oh, I believe that. In fact, I

It will be there, and it will sell in limited

think of them as microprocessors. The

quantities to a number of people who

belief that nobody has gone to the con¬

critical issue in this business is: how does

sumer yet with a really compelling

have the imagination to see what it’s all
about. Then, as time goes on, the market

presentation, I would suggest to you that

one take microprocessor technology and
make it relevant to the consumer?.

software compatibility is not that impor¬
tant. Because software compatibility

In the short term, we are selling every
computer we can make. We cannot

On the other hand, if one accepts my

will come to it because Atari will have
correctly forecasted what the micro¬
processor technology of the late 1980’s
is going to be like.

‘Its absolutely nonproductive to sell something just
because you can make it, as opposed to selling something
because someone wants it.”

Antic: You’re obviously not leaving the
computer business and kissing your
position good-bye. Atari has an excel¬
lent name.

assumesthat the computer of the future

.
deliver all our orders, and I think that’s

Morgan: Well, having suffered all the
pain, why would onepull away when the

Wl. be the comPutLT of today, i.e., a central processing unit where you just pump
in your software and it runs it.

because there is incredible recognition of
the quality of the Atari computers. The

rest of the competition is abating? The
level of competition is substantially less

Atari 800 might be, pound for pound,

I’m not so sure 1 agree with that defiinition of what the computer of the future

dollar for dollar, the best computer that’s
ever been built in this country. While the

than it was six months ago, and less than
it was a year ago.

is going to be. I’m not sure that the com¬

general public’s nqt aware of that, there
is great recognition regarding the quality
of that computer.

puter of the future will in fact be a CPU

Antic: What are your priorities at Atari?
Morgan: One, is to make a profit for the
stockholders of Warner Communica¬

off which everything’s driven. It might
well be, on the other hand, a series of

Antic: And that’s after three years, three

tions. And number two is to do that by
providing reliable, high quality, imagi¬

semi-dedicated microprocessors which
do specific tasks.

and a half years; it still maintains that.
What about the XL line of computers?

Now, let’s say someone has a robot
that can vacuum your house by starting

Antic: What’s the biggest problem you

Morgan: The XL series- is
at least two
-- —-* ’ ” "

at one corner, and it has sensors so it can
get around and clean your entire house

to three years ahead of what the average
ronenmnr ir
.. .
consumer is even aware that a computer

native products to our customers.
see affecting
future?
*^T»-***© Atari’s
*
a ruiutc.

-,

Morgan: I would say the biggest prob1

*1

•

.

lem is demonstrating in a reasonable
time that the company is a healthy com¬

in an hour. If that’s what its function is,

can do. So it seems to me somewhat
foolhardy to invest in “normal upgrades”

it hardly matters whether that software

of equipment, especially if you sincerely

is compatible.or not; the vacuum is its
own unit.

are being held for it. Those funerals tend

believe that the answer for the future is
not necessarily another CPU with

Antic: Do I hear you saying, between

to upset Atari employees, upset Atari
customers, upset Atari retailers. It makes

another keyboard and more memory.
I would rather take our resources and
go further out and try to find for the

say that’s the single bigge.;t problem. At

the lines, that Atari will attempt to iden¬
tify the consumer market, address itself
to that, and produce products that will,
in fact, become a new standard, IBM
notwithstanding.
.

computer or the microprocessor that
same niche and that same quality
-j-j that
.
the Video Computer System (VCS) had

pany; I’d like to stop all the funerals that

life just that much more difficult. I would
Atari, we’re focusing ouz sights on the
future.
..rvauiiig
Antic: We are just waiting lUt
for AliUI
Atari IU
to
do what we’ve always expected it to do,
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on the product side.

plicated Silicon Valley is a vastly exag¬

and been too much in love with the speed

Morgan: This company is poised to be

gerated phenomenon. While it’s true that
this is an industrious area — hard¬

of getting things to market without pay¬
ing enough attention to the strategy of

working and fast-paced — the business

the products that it’s brought to market.

issues that one deals with, are not special
faces this company. I believe that there’s
to this industry. The business issues in
t* rS-Pyno reason why this company can’t do j this industry are as common as they are
that. It has the people to do it, ithas the ! in many other industries, and in that

damaging thing, particularly when you
remember it’s the consumer who’s mak¬
ing the ultimate decision.

a reliable creator and manufacturer of
products that the consumer wants.

t

That’s the only essential question that

’ products to do it, and it also has the track
iecord.

Speed for speed’s sake can be a very

sense I’ve been surprised because there

Antic: If you wanted to leave Atari com¬

was so much hullabaloo about Silicon
”
Its problems were not its products.Valley
Its '■ and the high-tech business.
problems were the strategies of its prod¬
I think it’s important to remember that
ucts, the timing of its products, and the j Atari’s not a defense contractor, nor is

puter owners with a thought, what
would it be, about the company and
about its prospects for the future?
Morgan: Quite simply that Atari’s in

way the products were marketed. It was

Atari an industrial, high-tech company.

computer business, and it intends to stay

not the technology of the products. Atari !
makes superb products.
‘ *
.-.-•"H

Atari is a consumer products company,
and the same consumer who decides

in the business. Our commitment is to
continue to build computers and/or

Antic: What does Jim Morgan say

what kind of frozen vegetables he’s going
to buy, what kind of beer he’s going to

semi-dedicated microprocessors of the
highest quality with the greatest rele¬

buy, and what kind of car he’s going to
• buy, what kind of airline he’s going to

vance to their everyday lives. And that

fessionally in high-tech Silicon Valley?
Does this environment feel good to you?

fly, is the same consumer making deci¬

if we can do that and satisfy them, then
there is nothing but bright days ahead

Morgan: I’m the last person who should

sions on Atari products.

for both Atari and for our consumers.

about himself? Do you feel that you are
getting up to speed personally and pro¬

answer that. But, there is one thing I’d

In fact, one of my major criticisms of

like to say, which is that the image of a

this company and this industry in the

high-tech, high-speed, incredibly com-

. past has been that it has moved too fast

Warner Communications

Deliverance
“A cool business decision" was how Mr
Rupert Murdoch explained his often an¬
gry and apparently hopeless campaign to
gain control of the American conglomer¬
ate Warner Communications, and so it
turned out to be. Warner is paying
$172.6m for the 5.6m of its shares held by
Mr Murdoch's British subsidiary. News
International. That will give the Austra¬
lian press magnate a profit on the deal of
• over S40m. Warner has also agreed to pay
an extra $8m to meet Mr Murdoch's
lawyers’ and bankers’ bills.
Mr Murdoch's raid has loosened the
grip of Warner's founder and chairman,
Mr Steven Ross, over the company and
forced it into a long-overdue review of its
business. Mr Ross, who built up Warner
after starting with a family funeral par¬
lour. was able to fend off Mr Murdoch
only by giving 21% of Warner's stock to
Chris-Craft Industries, in return for a
larger share in Chris-Craft's broadcasting
subsidiary.
Mr Herbert Siegel, who controls ChrisCraft, hankers like Mr Murdoch after the
Warner Brothers film studio—and its li¬
brary. He is expected to indulge his fancy
further by buying most of the $72m-worth
of convertible shares which Warner will

issue to help buy out Mr Murdoch. That
would raise Mr Siegel's stake in Warner
to nearly 30%.
Warner is now being advised by the
investment bankers hazard Freres on
how to pull itself together. In 1983, it lost
$417m on salfes of $3.4 billion, compared
with a net profit of $257m on sales of $4
billion the year before.
Its Atari video-games and computer
subsidiary lost about $500m and Warner
Amex Cable Communications—a joint
venture with American Express—lost an¬
other $99m. Warner ended last year with
debts of $824m. not far short of share¬
holder funds of $960m. It will raise $l(X)m
from its sale of Warner Cosmetics, but
must borrow that much again to pay Mr
Murdoch’s ransom.
Warner will have to lose less and re¬
duce its debt to survive. That probably
means selling a profitable subsidiary like
Franklin Mint, an upmarket mail-order
company that sells porcelain dolls among
other things, as well as stemming the
losses at Atari. New managers installed at
Atari last autumn claim to have stopped
the rot: they expected to break even this
year. But profits on small computers and
video games are now meagre. It may
prove cheaper to shut the company or
share the burden with another firm.
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“Atari is in the computer
business to stay.”
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PRINTER INTERFACES

So, you are thinking about getting a printer for your ATARI. You have
even convinced your wife/ husband/ mother/ lather to let you buy one
when you discover ATARI charges around $200 (or the privilege of
connecting it to their computer. Never fear, alternatives are here! In
the three years we have each had an ATARI we have owned or used
four different printer interlaces. We hope our experiences can help
you become aware of some of the advantages and disadvantages of
these magic boxes.

Axiom AT-846
This direct connect parallel printer interface is cheaper ($100) than
the ATARI 850. It will support only parallel printers. It connects into
the serial bus and has an expansion port so you can put it anywhere in
your serial device chain. The cable to the printer is 19" long with a
Centronics plug. The I/O cable is 29" long and the "unit" is 5.5"x 3.5"x
1", Although not always needed, an external power supply is provided
with a 70" line. If your printer provides 250 milliamps of 5 volt power on
pin 18 ol the Centronics plug you can switch the unit to run on this
power and not use the power adapter. The Axiom provides the
capability to make tour other modifications to the unit. These allow
the unit to support a wider range of printer types and user preferences.
The Axiom does pass all eight bits to the printer so if your dot matrix
printer will support dot graphics, the Axiom will too. We have run a
wide variety of software using the Axiom and it has worked perfectly.
The Axiom is well engineered and an excellent product.

Ape Face
We cannot say the same for the Ape Face. This interface has no
expansion port so it must be the last peripheral in your I/O chain (like
the 410 redorderj: This is not Convenient tor us, and may not be lor you.
The Ape Face will support only a parallel printer and it also has a
Centronics plug. The I/O cable is about 36" and the printer cable 19" It
draws power from the ATARI which is OK. but the ATARI is not
designed to support this extra load. You may run into a power supply
problem and we think we have already seen one. A far more serious
problem is the Ape Face is not 100% compatible with all the available
software. We could not get Ape Face to function with 8/GRAPH by
Inhome Software. SUSPENDED by Infocom. and GRAPHIC MASTER
by Datasoft. It did work with all our BASIC programs and passed all
eight bits. The Ape Face sells for $59. but remember, you get what you
pay for.

MPP-1100
An innovative product is the Microbits Peripheral Products
MPP-1100 ($100). This unit plugs into joystick port #3. so it won't work
on the XL computers, It comes with a chip you must install on your
operating system board. Although this sounds terrifying to some, it is
an easy and well documented procedure. The purpose of this chip is to
allocate joystick port f/3 to the printer device inside the ATARI. But
MPP doesn't stop there. They improved one feature in the operating
system and fixed a bug in another. The MPP-1100 allows LPRINTs in
FOR-NEXT,loops in the dot graphics mode. A 43" cable to the ATARI is
provided along with a 12" cable (Centronics plug) to the printer. Our
biggest complaint is the Centronics plug fails to lock onto the Epson
connector. Although it is powered from the computer we never noticed
any power supply problems. The MPP-1100 is a great product if you
have joystick port 43 and don't use it.
[Note from the Editor: While the MPP-1100 is still on the market.
MPP now manufactures only the MPP-1150. It's also $100 and needs
neither a joystick port nor a printer handler. It's a greatly improved
product, and a printer buffer is easily added with a memory chip.)
We have seen at least three articles in various publications showing
how to make a "Home Brew Interface". It uses two joystick ports and
works just fine. BUT you must load in a driver routine to make it work.
This severely limits the uses for this kind of interlace. Cable lengths
are variable and costs are minimal. See ANALOG Magazine. #16 for
details.
There are many interfaces on the market and we hope this article
will help you select the right one for you. Be alert tor interlaces which
only pass 7 bits (no dot graphics) and interlaces which only work in
specific modes (for example, only when the modem is on).
—Lynn Clock
Phil Fitzjarrell

AVC2D DOS!

(reprinted from the Dec.. 1983
Users Group Newsletter)

/.

ssue ot the Huntsville, Alabama Atari

You can write DOS to a disk directly from BASIC with the direct
mode
command
(i.e.r
no
tins
numbers):
OPEN
41,8,0,"D:DOS.SYS":CLOSE #1. This will open the drive and write
COS.SYS to a formatted disk. DUP.SYS will not be written. You must
CLOSE #1 or END. or the file will be written and left open and not
show up on a later Directory search! It you keep getting din error on
this attempt with no drive action, type END to close all lOCSs and do
it again.
The other DOS (unctions may also be directly accessed (or from
within a program) with XIO commands:
FORMAT: XIO 254.tf1,0.0."D1:"
UNLOCK: XIO 36./»1,0.0."D1:filename.ext"
LOCK: XIO 35.41.0,0.'DIJilename.ext"
RENAME: XIO 32,41.0.0.'D1:filename.ext“
DELETE: XIO 33.41.0.0.'D1:filename.ext”
Can you find the others?

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE
(reprinted from the Dec, 1983 issue of the Huntsville. Alabama Atari
Users Group Newsletter)

i

L

Last week I decided to hook up a second monitor to my Atari — a
green screen monitor — primarHy (or word processing. Then, without
changing anything, I could still play games since the color monitor
and monochrome monitor would be hooked In parallel, displaying the
same thing at the same time. Well, 1‘booted in my word processor and
started typing out a letter. Alt ot a sudden I couldn't believe my eyes!
You see it turned out I made a mistake and hooked up the second
monitor in series with my color monitor. Now I was looking at the text
of my letter (lowing trom the green screen to the color monitor. Yes, I
was looking at an 80 column display!
Needless to say I was totally awed with this fortuitous discovery.
Well, I later put in the Pac-Man cartridge to play a bit. There I was on
the color monitor; the gieen screen was dark. I exited the left-hand
door to escape Inky, but I didn't come back in the right-hand door! No,
the green screen to the left lit up a second Pac-Man maze, but with a
twist. The joystick directions were reversed. When I pushed left I went
right. Those clever people at Atari! I later did some experimenting and
found by doing a slight circuit modification to put the vertical blank of
the two out of phase and putting one monitor on top ot the other, I
could have 48 lines of text. Just think what I could do with (our
monitors. Come to think of it. just think of the possibilities of two
printers.
— C.M.

FROM THE LIBRARY
The next edition of the library list wilt be available about April 10,

The January printing has teen exhausted and is being revised to
include the Best of ACE 48. Utility #3. Pilot #3. and Education 46.
tn the "For what it's worth department”. I wilt pass along this: Last
week, t received an order trom one ot our members overseas. He
mentioned that clank disks cost him shout $5.00 each and asked me
to,use only one side of the disks for his order and leave the other
blank. He said he appreciates the opportunity to save a couple of
dollars by using both sides of the disk but in bis case it was less
expensive to buy than single sided. The choice is yours.
In Ihe mail bag: Last month, we published Dice Probability by Ken
Waibel ot Hawaii. John Kelley of Portland read it and it stirred up
memories ot some programs he had written. John went through his
collection and polished up YATC. arid CRAPS, and wrote 2 programs
for his grandchildren and great-grandchildren called Dice Arithmetic
and Domino Arithmetic. We will be sharing these with you in the
coming months and they will be on Education disk #6. Thanks John!
— Ron Ness
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Reporter
A growing1 wave of
“piracy” of computer
programs has sparked
threats 6i legal action
from program distribu¬
tors.
A director of Alpine
Computing. Mr Doug
Miller, said he was aware
of se’ural computer
dealers in Auckland who
were selling or giving
away copied programs
with computer purchases.
“As a trend, it is quite
disturbing," he said.
“We can only make
people more aware that

we have legal rights to
recover damages and
serve injunctions to stop
them.
The managing director
of Viscount. Electronics,
Mr Frank Goldingham,
said he had had to send a
legal letter to a firm in
Tauranga which had been
copying Viscount pro¬
grammes last year. The
firm had agreed in writing
to stop selling them.

He is attempting to hire 40 per cent sales tax. a
an Auckland private de¬ "Beagle Brothers” game,
tective to track down co¬ ; for instance, that cost be¬
tween $19 and $39 In
piers.
Mr Ross Bryon, of the ' America sold for between
Auckland Apple Users’ $70 and $99 in New Zea¬
Group, who is an Ameri¬ land.
can, said it was his impres¬
However, he said the
sion that “there is-more Apple JJsets’ Club had a
software piracy in New strict policy that members
Zealand per head than in could not copy pro¬
most other countries.”
grammes at club meet¬
He said this was be¬ ings.
cause of the high prices of
The president of the
programmes in New Zea¬ New Zealand Microcomland, partly because of a ) outer Club. Mr Selwyn

Scheme to Foil Software Pirates
Three Israeli scientists have proposed
a new scheme to protect computer pro¬
grams from illegal copying. If adopted,
their method could eliminate a major
headache in the computer software in¬
dustry and one that has driven some
manufacturers out of business. The
scheme was devised by Adi Shamir, a
mathematician at the VVeizmann Insti¬
tute of Science, who is known for his
innovative work in cryptography, and
his two students Amos Fiat and Yossi
Tulpan. A manuscript describing their
idea is just now being circulated in the
scientific community. "It is a very clever
idea,” says Ronald Rivest of the Massa¬
chusetts Institute of Technology.
Shamir proposes that software manu¬
facturers modify their computer pro¬
grams to create special sections that con¬
tain weak bits—meaning bits that are
sometimes read as a 0 and sometimes as
a 1. These special areas Will serve in his
scheme as "the software equivalent of a
coin-operated machine." he says. Most
important, personal computer owners
will not be able to duplicate the weak bits
on their own machines and the programs
will not run without them.
The problem facing the software in¬
dustry is that computer programs on
floppy disks can easily be copied. These
programs often are quite expensive: bus¬
iness programs frequently cost hundreds
of dollars and even game programs typi¬
cally cost about S35. Blank disks, how¬
ever, are cheap, costing only a few' dol¬
lars. Thus many people who buy com¬
puter programs copy them and distribute
them to their friends. In the end. Shamir
points out. "this practice penalizes other
users by forcing them to pay more for
legally obtained software."
A few years ago. the manufacturers
thought they could solve the piracy prob¬
lem by writing the program on the disk in
nonstandard ways—writing in blocks
distributed in a spiral pattern along the
disk or writing between the grooves of
the disk, for example, so that the disk
could not be copied. But a few enterpris¬
SIU’TKMUFR |W'

ing entrepreneurs quickly began selling
special programs, with names like Lock¬
smith and Nibbles Away, that unscram¬
bled this copy protection scheme, il was
legal to seil such programs because users
of computer software are entitled to
make backup copies for their own use.
Shamir thinks his method, based on a
statistical approach to error analysis,
may “be the ideal solution: high securi¬
ty. low cost, no hardware modifications,
and complete transparency to the user.
The new scheme even solves the harder
jiroblem of controlling the number of
times rented software can be used."
Shamir has been talking to software
manufacturers on an informal basis. "All
of them like the idea." he says.
Shamir and his colleagues describe
their scheme'as adding "coupons" to
software so that each time the program is
run the coupon is reduced in value. The
user cannot produce copies of the cou¬
pons and cannot modify them. As a
result. Shamir says. "A home Computer
owner will be able to buy a new video
game or a cheap diskette which can be
used 100 times, and if he likes the game
he can buy more expensive 500. 1000. or
unlimited use diskettes."
The "coupons" are produced by soft¬
ware manufacturers who modify their
disk drives so that they write some weak
bits on the diskette. Weak bits some¬
times occur by chance when disks are
produced but they are corrected by re¬
recording the data or by error-correcting
codes. Shamir proposes, however, that
hundreds of weak bits be intentionally
written on certain tracks or sectors of the
diskette which are explicitly chosen by
the computer programmer and hidden
within the program.
When a consumer uses such a pro¬
gram, his computer is instructed to
check for weak bits by reading over the
coupon section several times, if weak
bits are there, they will show up some¬
times as a 0 and sometimes as a I. The
computer checks to see that there is no
consistency in the way the coupon is

Arrow, said his club did
not condone copying.
,
"We know it goes on,”
he said. "It is very tempt¬
ing with good ones and we
all do it at some time or
another.
V
>
• New Zealand copy-}1*
right law does not sped- ’
fically mention computer ,
programs. But an agree-.
ment last week for the •'
withdrawal of Franklin
computers containing pro¬
grams claimed to have .
been copied from Apple
computers was seen as an
indication that the law "
does cover computer pro- {
grams by implication.

read. Every time the program runs, it is
instructed to destroy one of the weak
bits by changing it to an unambiguous 0
or I. Eventually, there will be few weak
bits left and the program will no longer
run unless a new coupon is purchased.
Consumers could also purchase pro¬
grams that will run indefinitely. This
would be done by instructing the home
computer never to alter the coupon, a
method known as write-protecting.
The program also can be copied onto
backup disks or moved to a faster and
larger hard disk. The original disk then
would be used for license verification.
The Israeli scientists note that this li¬
cense has the advantage that it is not
affected by wear and tear. “A few more
errors in some of the coupons are unlike¬
ly to change the validity of the license."
they say. The program can also monitor
how many coupons are left so that users
can know well in advance that they need
to replace their disk.
The reason the coupon scheme should
work. Shamir points out. is that disk
drives on home computers are designed
to work reliably. They are incapable of
introducing weak bits, if a consumer
tries to copy the coupons, he will get a
copy containing only normal bits, mean¬
ing unambiguous 0's and I's that are put
in more or less arbitrarily by the comput¬
er whenever a weak bit is encountered.
Of course, no protection scheme can
ever be completely secure. In the case of
Shamir's system, some hardware ex¬
perts will undoubtedly be able to modify
their own disk drives to copy weak bits.
But most software pirates are unlikely to
want to fool around with the hardware in
their delicate and expensive disk drives.
Shamir contends. "The real problem is
not to create a fool-proof system but to
make sure that for most users it makes
more economic sense to rent or buy the
software than to try to steal it. In this
billion dollar industry, even a partial
reduction in software misuse wall have
enormous economic impact." he says.
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identical thing. From that also followed catalogues and
bibliographies. Identification in the library card catalogues is
unambiguous. Contrast that to the world of manuscripts,
where every copy was unique, with its own minor variations.
The contrast is even greater between the modern canonical
book and the world of ora! dialogue. Electronic publishing
returns to that tradition. A small subculture of computer
scientists who write and edit on networks like the ARPANET
illustrate what is coming, lone person types some comments at
his terminal and gives access to it to colleagues on the network.
As each modifies, edits, and expands what is there, the text
changes from day to day. With each change, the text may be
stored somewhere in different versions.
There are problems in that kind of fluid dialogue. One often
needs to identify the original, or official, version. Conventions
will undoubtedly be developed for labelling variant versions,
but there is no way of preventing their proliferation. If one can
read a text (from wherever it originates) on one’s own terminal,
it means that that text has somehow been transmitted to one’s
own computer memory. Once there, it can be copied,
modified, and retransmitted at will.

New technology is reducing the differences
between print culture and video culture. Video
discs, video cassettes and 100 channel cable
television systems need not be limited to the mass
market of TV and electronic retrieval of print may
not produce the same sorts of products as a literary
intelligentsia.
In an article in Daedalus, ItheilDe Sola Pool of the
USA speculates about how electronic delivery of
print ,may change the nature of print culture in the
twenty-first century.

Before the computer, every communications medium or
device was essentially dumb. What a human being put in, a
human being could take out, and that was all.
Now, thanks to digital logic, messages may be modified or
even created in a machine allowing, for example airline
reservation systems and computer assisted newspaper
publishing to become the norm.
But this is just the beginning. Electronic publishing as it may
become is perhaps more like a youngster playing Space
Invaders permeated by lights and sound along with words. The
piayer initiates; the machine answers back. It is an active
conversational process. It may be fun; it may be management
of daily life; it may be work. Whatever it is, it will probably in the
end resemble publishing to about ihe same degree that the
business or product of today’s Time-Life conglomerate
resembles the scriptorium of a monastery.
De Sola’s paper explores the culture of electronic print in
more detail through issues such as access to cable television,
copyright and the future of books and newspapers.

Copyright

Electronic publishing makes the idea of copyright obsolete.
The recognition of a copyright and the practice of paying
royalties emerged with the printing press. The concept of
copyright was extended to earlier new technologies like
movies, and records. Like books they were physical objects
which could be produced in multiple copies and tracked down.
However, electronic publishing and reproduction is more
analagous to word of mouth communication in the eighteenth
century than it is to the print shop of that time.
To read a copyright text is no violation, only to copy it in
writing. How does one apply that to a computer terminal? The
only way to read a text that is in electronic memory is todisplay
it on the screen; one writes it to read it. To transmit it to
someone else, however, one does not write it, one only gives
them a password to one’s memory. If one has not written it, is
that a violation?
A computer program that generates computed output such
as a report with tabulations of time trends and correlat ions can
be copyrighted under present law. But what about the text the
program generates. Is the computer the author? Can it infringe
copyright? Totally new concepts wSl have to be invented to
compensate creative work.

Will Paper Die?

Books, magazines and newspapers have changed before and
will change again to survive in a fluid world. In a hundred years
time there will still be recognisable books and journals and
people will still be reading.
People, did not stop talking when they learned to write, and
they did not abandon pens when the typewriter came along. So
reading from, and writing on, pa peris not likely to be givenupin
the face of .any alternative that we anticipate today. Certainly
TV screens, or microfiche readers are often less comfortable to
handle than paper.
But increasingly, the most economical- way of moving,
storing, and displaying words is electronically, not on paper,
the use of which is becoming a luxury. Storage in computer
form is already cheaper than in filing cabinets.
With regard to retrieval, electronic means also hold the
advantage. The cost of labour for finding one sheet of paper in a
file containing millions of sheets is rising, while the cost of
computer hardware is falling, by a factor of 40 percent a year.
Electronic transmission of the output is also far cheaper than
printing it out and carrying it by plane or truck. It is with regard
to input that the balance of costs is far iess one-sided.
Until an optical character reader is invented that will
translate any form of type or handwriting into electronic form,
existing records and published works are unlikely to be put into
computer memory. However within a reasonably short time
there will be very little new material published in print that is not
typeset by computer.
In the future, printing text onto paper will be for the
convenience of the reader alone, and only if this is worth the
cost, as indeed it often is. Both file retrieval and publishing will
often be done in editions of one, at the moment the reader
wants the document. The reader will often throw away the
paper copy as soon as it is read and get a duplicate from the
terminal if he wants it again later, for it may be cheaper and
easier than storing the paper to get the same document on
paper many times.

"Daedalus", No. 4, 1982.
Atari 800 XL
K you have been considering buying an XL series Atari but haven't
because it is so new it might have some serious bug, you have nothino
to worry about. The XL has BASIC built in. This version is FAST almost half agam as fast as normal BASIC. The BASIC is located in
bank switched memory toggied on boot-up by pressing the OPTION
m ?hN*TTO ?^hJcs £odes 4 and 5 are added-The Keydickjs piped out
to the TV speaker. There is no miernal speaker The fyncifon kevs are
set flush in the case down the right side. The SYSTEM RESET does a
chip reset, resetting the 6502 and other component chips. However a
program will still be in memory intact, and the system won't reboot
You can recover from system crashes by hitting SYSTEM RESET
without losing your program!
a darallel bus connector allowing direct connection to the
800
,hewithout
re9u,ar DOS
Atari
800. The
The SOOXLPhIT'<L!VT
has 64k. butI™?
only e*Pandabi'i!y
37k is tree in lhan
BASIC
Atari says the 16k (above 48k) can be accessed only through certain
programs.
Like the 1200, the new XLs won't work with some software The fault
■sn t with Atari, but with the people who made the software AM A^!
software should work. The Transtator disk for the 1200 (free from Atari
bfemf^rt,3 °Tr K>0 672 '404»»" —cy -anyxompa'.b.Mty pri
enough memo™ Transla,or
work °n
600XL because it lacks
The manual supplied is the pits. If you don't know BASIC net „
good book The much vaunted HELP function is a unless wasm of
memory. All its tests can be duplicated in BASIC with a few lines If
to delect MH^as'taST

End of the Canonical Text

In the long run we may see the end of texts,, produced in
thousands of uniform copies. Since Gutenberg, books, articles,
manuals, or laws have been widely available In absolutely
identical form. From that followed referencing. If you name the
work, edition, and page, anyone anywhere can locate the
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0pe?,in9 System, some OS routines are
are afew ofin,eres< to Assembly language

SF2B0 - New location for SFSA4
SF2FD - New location for SF6E2
SF223 - Entry point tor Self rest
SF24A - New location for SF63E.
priIee|oeiveXtLmrLeS °* A'^S are3900d bet- well worth the purchase
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— Greg Menke
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tlXRlW milch in th* software
js In the unaccustomed user. There
**Mrt*«r ■ refinements to be conquwd. Besides the more obvto£
variations of color and sound there
This is not to discourage anyone art options like the “jump” function
from using the program. I well which determines how far a chare r’
remember as a child setting the type ter wUl move at the press of an arrow
'oop- ’ for setting the number
for my own “newspaper” one letter
at a time with a little rubber typeset¬ of times a sequence is to be repeatedting kit. The end results of my efforts “zoom,” for magnifying a drawing
bore little resemblance to the sam¬ being worked cm lotallowfor itspbi?
^htag and “smooth,” which aft
ples in the advertisement for the kit
but the project left me with an enor¬ matically removes flickers from'the
finished project. These and other
mous sense of accomplishment.
A parallel between hand typeset¬ variables . render Movie Maker a
ting and Movie Maker is apparent rather comphcated program. Be pre¬
when you start creating your own pared to spend several weeks simply
•
y
shapes. Drawing on the computer becoming proficient at it. .
, screen, even using the joystick rather
Once conquered, however. Movie
than the arrow keys, is not as simple
; as drawing on paper with a pencil. Maker offers probably the widest
You are creating images almost liter¬ range of animated graphics possibiisoftware package avail¬
ally one dot at a time, in a form of 2dth -H?®8
able for personal computers toda$>
century pointillism.
v» ,
The command for drawing, like all ......-v '.v1,
the other commands in this program
is a simple one. It consists of pressing
the ,P key, for “Pen.” Once the software is in this mode, the joystick be¬
comes your artistic tool, though I
found it most useful for executing
free-form shapes, and the arrow keys
in conjunction with the control key

Created at Home
By ERIC SANDHERG-DIMENT

_0

HE promise of personal com■puters was that they would
open up a whole new world.
hi But.what exactly has comput¬
ing done for the average persons late¬
ly? Not much, when you get right
down to it.
In the world of business, such new
marvels as electronic spread sheets
for accounting projects and low-cost
word processing have indeed made
their mark. Electronic spread sheets
such as VisiCalc, Lotus 1-2-3 and Mul¬
tiplan have unveiled new horizons in¬
conceivable before the advent of per¬
sonal computing.
For the home, however, the prom¬
ise of personal computing seems to be
dwindling to games, many of which
would be better played on their usual
board layouts. Educational software
most often resembles expensive ver¬
sions of simple flash cards and more
complex but, impractical electronic
encyclopedias.
Yet occasionally one comes across
a piece of software that is at least a
better for straight lines. The color of
precursor of the unique experiences
“pen strokes” can be changed, as can
personal computing has promised.
the hue and intensity of solid shapes
Movie Maker is such a program. It.
once completed.
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! eliminate any possible notions of
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being able to crank out cartoons in the
~e.
ri?.a.kin6 of
an uiimtaicu
animated filmJ classic Disney mold. By those stand- strip," for the essence of animation is
a rapidly projected sequence of simi¬
■ ards tire program is crude. But by the
lar drawings, and often it is even pos¬
; standards of competitive graphics
sible to use one over and over. For ex¬
packages available for the home mar¬
ket, it is very good.
ample, the depiction of a spider
crawling along can be achieved quite
The crudeness of the artistic en.daavorv possible is attributable more
smoothly with half a dozen drawings,^
, to hardware limitations than to soft¬
each with the legs in progressive posi- j
ware. Although the Atari series of
tions, repeated over and over again.
computers has good graphics capabil¬
ities — for home computers, it is
JHE animation effect can be
state-of-the-art— any kind of detailed
“blurred by speed, FI being
visual presentation involves more
the slowest frame rate, F9 the
memory capacity and a screen with
-- fastest. Getting back to the
finer resolution than are available for
spider, you can have a little arachnid
personal computers today.
crawl along quite slowly, then go
This caveat aside, along with the
faster and faster by gradations until
fact that the accompanying manual is
4 reaches Its prey and pounces, all by
confusing and incomplete, Movie
using the same basic drawings and
simply varying the frame rate of the
Maker is a program capable of keep¬
ing children of the right age happily
various sequences. A visual modifier
useful for producing motion is the K
occupied, not for hours but for weeks.
key (for “kwickness”). K1 specifies
The program appears to be primarily
one frame per shape, K2 two frames
geared to teen-agers.
and so cm up to nine per shape.
A series of preformed shapes, in¬
Frame rate and “kwickness” may
cluding a kennel full of dog poses and
seem much the same, but they are
several of Charlie Chaplin, affords
not. The difference is subtle to the
fast-timers almost instant, gratifica¬
uninitiated, among whom I include
tion by allowing them to develop an
myself, but it does produce quite dis¬
animated sequence with just a few
tinct results once one is familiar with
key strokes. Beyond the preliminary
the two procedures.
introduction to the program, how¬
ever, lies a lot of difficult and detailed
work.
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Train at home
in spare time!
learn it all.. .at the office, or at
home.. .computer operations, applications
and programming!
Learn how and why a computer can help
you. Learn to write your own computer pro¬
grams. How to Drogram in BASIC. How to
understand and use more than 80 BASIC
commands and functions. How to use pre¬
packaged software and change it to meet
your special needs. How to make sense of
the overwhelming maze of books, informa¬
tion and advice available at your local com¬
puter store. See how easy it is to use
different programs already available. See
how they fit into your home or business
operations...budgeting, real estate, book¬
keeping, inventories, expenses, pricing,
profit margins, investments, interest,
taxes...hundreds more including foreign
languages, and graphics. Never again be at
the mercy of a so-called “computer expert."
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EXPERTS SHOW YOU
WHAT TO DO, HOW TO
DO IT.. .TO MAKE YOUR
LIFE EASIER
Everything is explained in
easy-to-understand language with plenty of exampies. Step-by-step you
learn how to program in
BASIC. How to understand
and use more than 80
BASIC commands and
functions. How to use prepackaged software and
change it to meet your special needs. How to make
sense of the overwhelming
maze of books, informa¬
tion and advice available at
your local computer store.
You learn everything you
need to know to use the
computer. You’ll be able to
understand computer
experts and talk their lan¬
guage... storage, sys¬
tems, terminals and much,
much more. NOW... ALL
THIS IN ONE COURSE!

• Computer Training • Computer Programming
• Computer Applications

Find out what you need to
know about computer operations
TIMEX SINCLAIR 1500
WITH BUILT IN 16K MEMORY
...INCLUDED WITH
fej-alyjarX
YOUR TRAINING
/Vmmmfrnm*j***»\ Plugs into any TV!
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Fig. 5. Schematic of a circuit to remoauiate the serial data.

with respect to pin 10.
3. Remove the short from pin 9 and
short the base of Q1 (the lead that
connnects to RS) to ground.
4. Adjust R20 until pin 11 of IC1 is
— 2.6 V with respect to pin 10. Remove
the short from Q1 and the connection
between J1 and J3.
Since IC1 is acting as a frequency dis¬
criminator during these adjustments,
the accuracy of these adjustments will
depend on how accurately R13 was set.
The value of R16 sets the recording level
at J3, which may need to be selected to
suit the drive requirements of the sec¬
ond recorder.

The operation of the demodulator is
not affected in any way by the modula¬
tor and can remain connected perma¬
nently. In fact, it’s a good idea to have
the computer load the original tape dur¬
ing the duplication process. If the origi¬
nal tape loads successfully, you can be
reasonably certain the duplicate copy is
accurate.
The remodulation process does a
marvelous “cleanup” job of marginal
tapes. In fact, I use my duplicates all the
time, saving the originals for backups.
Also, I don’t get so upset now if my re¬
corder gets hungry and chews up a $40
game cassette!

Fig. 6. Modulator and demodulator interconnections.

